Investing for Service and Growth

Our Commitment to You:
Investing for
Service and Growth

CSX is committed to overcoming service challenges
Service Challenge

Investment

Recovery

CSX service levels have
fallen below expectations
on strong volumes

CSX is adding resources
as fast as possible to
speed the recovery

Network will accelerate
as new resources
become available

 Severe Winter
slowed network

 Adding more
locomotives

 Strong spike in
volume further
challenged
resource levels

 Hiring & training
additional crews

 Accelerating
capacity projects

 CSX employees
working
overtime to
restore velocity
 Service
Excellence
focus by team

CSX’s investment for service and growth will be ongoing
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CSX has a long history of improving service …
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… however, ‘14 service stressed by sharp demand
 Severe winter weather
disruptions in the first quarter
dramatically impacted network
fluidity, stressed resources,
and slowed velocity
 Since late-March, volume has
spiked heavily (up near
double-digits), well in excess of
the general economy, customer
forecasts, and CSX’s plan
— Sharp rise in volumes has
compounded the initial
weather-related service
impacts
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Northern-tier of the network is growing the fastest


Northern tier traffic is up by
approximately 20%
— Increases of up to 35% in
subdivisions around
Chicago
— Primary growth has been in
unit train network



Demand spike has depleted
resources in key areas
— CSX is actively addressing
locomotive, train crew and
other needs
— Recovery will be gradual as
new resources are added
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Velocity & originations impacted, especially in North
On-Time Originations

2014 System Volume & Velocity
Year-over-Year Changes
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Volume

However, local delivery is strong network-wide


Local Originations (%)
2013 vs. 2014
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— 2014 local service experience
in line with 2013 levels
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Service Excellence process and
training continues with employees



CSX investing in new tools and
information transparency

Customers Switched (%)
2013 vs. 2014
80.7
77.7

78.278.6

80.1

Local volume grew, but at a lower
rate than the overall business;
serving yards remain fluid

84.1 82.8

85.8

88.0
85.0

— New estimated arrival at
customer notification (EAC)
January February
2013
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Resource – Service frame work at CSX
Resource – Service Framework

CSX’s key drivers of service
performance are interrelated
— Critical issues with any one
can put stress on the others

Crews

 To restore Service Excellence
to desired levels, CSX is:
Process

Infrastructure

Locomotives

— Actively addressing locomotive
and train crew shortages
— Targeting infrastructure capacity
initiatives to help alleviate
location specific congestion
— Enacting process changes to aid
fluidity and communication
across CSX and with customers
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CSX is adding locomotives and people for growth…


Adding Locomotives: CSX has already increased its locomotive fleet by
10 percent in 2014 (over 300 units) and is working to do more by exploring
more leasing, options to purchase, more rebuilds and accelerating repairs
 Adding People: CSX is hiring to
increase Train & Engine (T&E)
employee headcount by 400 above
attrition, with more to come
— Focusing on the most critical areas,
such as Chicago, where Train & Engine
headcount will increase by over 25% by
year-end 2014
— At the same time, CSX is seeking to
help increase the availability of its
current employees with temporary
transfers, incentives and expanded
T&E pool district sizing
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…but it will take time to fully add all resources
Resource

Lead Time in Months
0-3

6-9

9-12 12-18 18-24

Locomotives



Supplier capacity

Train Crews



Time to recruit, hire, and train

Freight Cars



Supplier capacity

Infrastructure Capacity



Permitting, track time, and construction cycles

Operating Plan



Executable as resources become available



Customer detailed demand visibility is generally one to six months
—



Longer-term demand planning is based on the company’s commercial
knowledge, historical and current market trends, and economic forecasts

Given the time horizon required to obtain key resources, CSX plans
resource levels to cover slightly higher than anticipated demand
—
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3-6

Constraint(s)

Current demand is well in excess of anticipated levels, stressing key resources

Capacity additions underway across network

River Line

River Line /
Trenton Sub

NW Ohio

Elsdon

 Adds 11 miles of double track for efficient
movement from Chicago to New York
 Supports growth in crude oil, intermodal,
and automotive markets

Worcester
Chicago

Syracuse
New Jersey
Baltimore

Chicago
Area
Projects

 Elsdon Sub acquisition adds capacity and
flexibility to the network
 New north-south connection helps
expedite interchange traffic

East St. Louis

Northwest
Ohio
SE Corridor

 Adding 18,400 feet of processing track
and increasing lift capacity by 300,000

Jacksonville

Tampa
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 Project to extend terminal processing
should finish by the end of 2014

Southeast
(SE) Corridor

 New Casky Yard investment will support
Illinois Basin coal shift
 New sidings add capacity for business
growth

Process changes supporting higher service levels
Resource – Service Framework

 Interchange Improvements
— Evaluating protocols to speed freight
flows with interchange partners
— Considering alternative gateways

Crews

 Cross-functional Operating Support
— Senior operations leaders assigned to
field locations, and regional offices
Process

Infrastructure

Locomotives

— Commercial, Engineering, Mechanical
Transportation, Service Design, Network
Operations Departments increasing
coordination to improve execution

 Local Service
— Continued focus on running the plan;
Stepped up local service by increasing
five day of week service in locations
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Customers can help by sharing anticipated demand
 Help us to improve overall planning and asset availability
— Turn assets at origin and destination to help improve equipment velocity
— Do not over-order when order fill rates are below expectation

 Please, always communicate service issues through the
appropriate channels at CSX so we can better assist you
— Bilateral communication between CSX and our customers will help
improve the overall service levels, especially on the local service level

 Prepare accordingly for future demand needs
— Evaluate the opportunity to forward position inventory
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We appreciate your patience and your business
In summary, we at CSX remain committed to our customers and
will remain relentless in our efforts to continue to restore
Service Excellence and provide new opportunities for growth
1.

CSX is investing in the required crews, locomotives, and infrastructure for the nearterm relief and longer-term service reliability that our customer have come to expect

2.

CSX has introduced new processes to help manage through the current service
issues and welcomes feedback from our customers on how to further improve

3.

Critical interline points and exchanges with other railroads are also being enhanced
to advance the service restoration efforts

4.

While recovery will be gradual, it will accelerate as new resources become available
CSX Customer Service contact information: www.shipcsx.com
1-877-ShipCSX, (1-877-744-7279) options 5, 6
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